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EDITORIAL 

 

This is the last of this series of experimental issues. In this issue 

pages 1 and 2 have been reproduced by photocopier whilst the rest of the  

issue is reproduced by stencil as previously. The advantage of this method 

is that we can have a 'pictorial' front page and an illustrated article on  

page 2 while retaining the A4 size and keeping costs down. The last issue  

was reduced to A5 (illustrations full size) and any members who disliked the small 

size type should compare pages 2 and 3 of that issue which were produced with 

different size typewriters. 

 

The final format for future Bulletins will be decided at the London Meeting  

(details elsewhere in this issue) so come and make your voice heard, but if  

you cannot come write to me and I will speak for you. 

 

* * * * * 

 

THE '22/CSC' PERFIN          by Tony Edwards 

 

This perfin is listed in the 'Catalogue of GB Identified Perfins' so belonging 

to both Cookson & Co. and the Civil Service Commission. It is also listed in  

Jennings book as belonging to the Civil Service Commission. However enquiries  

of a number of years have failed to find any evidence of the latter identity. 

Inspection of a large number of examples shows that it was in use from the  

1870's to the second decade of the twentieth century. The earliest usage  

being on SG 43 and the latest on SG 351/61. Inspection of these perfins  

identified three dies (illustrated below). Dies I and II were in use concurrently 

from the earliest usage until about 1910 when Die III came into use replacing  

the earlier dies almost immediately. Another interesting fact noted is that  

Dies I and II are almost always upright, but examples of Die III are common  

inverted, and reversed, Any further information about this perfin would be  

welcome. 
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MEMBERS INTERESTS NO. 7 Members Name David J. Allwright 

 

 

My interest in perfins has started recently (less than a year ago; so I 

am still in the specialization stage. At present I try to keep the perfins  

of the United States, Canada and, of course, Great Britain. 

 

Two of my current projects involve the perfins of Hertfordshire and those of  

main Department Store Chains. I have so far identified at least 13 private  

perfin users within Hertfordshire and have written to many of them for  

information relating to their business and period of use. My intention is  

to eventually write a small booklet on this subject. I would be interested  

to receive or buy any identified perfins, with Hertfordshire postmarks to  

help my researches. 

 

With Department Store Chains I am currently concentrating, on the perfins of  

W.H. Smith & Sons, Harrods Limited, Debenhams and Selfridges Limited. 

I hope to identify the period of perfin use, types of stamp, areas of use and  

die varieties. Again I would be interested to buy or receive any perfins from  

these stores to help complete the picture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MORE POLISH PERFINS 

 

The "Polish Philatelists Association in United Kingdom" (see SEPS BULLTETIN  

NO. 205 page 6i have produced more perfin designs. The Polish Institute 

& General Sikorski Museum Limited, used the perfin PR/CF (Code 8,10/7,7: 4½)  

in conjunction with the Polish Regimental Colours Foundation Annual Reunion  

this year. "The Association has also produced another version of the  

Pope John II perfin for use in conjunction with a stamp exhibition on  

15/16th October 1983 at the Polish White Eagle Club, London SW17.  

This version is PJ II (curved) with the code 6,8,12:5. Examples of these  

and the earlier "Polish" perfins can be obtained from the address on P8 of  

issue 205. 
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BEYROUT PERFINS                 by Jack Brandt 

 

 

Do you have any perfins from Beyrout? No, I don't mean Lebanon. 

 

 

During the latter part of the last century, and the early part of this  

one, Great Britain operated post offices in various parts of the Turkish  

empire. One of these was in Beyrout (Beirut), which opened in 1873 and  

closed in 1913- Stamps used in these offices were Great Britain stamps,  

and can be identified only by the cancel. The Beyrout ones are listed in  

Gibbons under British Levant, #'s z1 to z67. 

 

 

Now to perfins. Some time back I acquired a Great Britain Edward VII, 

1d red stamp, with perfin TC/&S, with one of these Beyrout cancels. The  

stamp is Gibbons z59, and cancel is a circular date stamp, style 20.  

Unfortunately the lower part of the cancel is off the stamp, so the year  

and day of usage are not known, but the month was November. The perfin,  

as mentioned, is TC/&S, used by Thomas Cook & Son, from one of their many  

worldwide offices. It is similar to the McKee-Tomkins # T110.3, and is as  

the van Lint one shown on page 104, row 7, column 2. 

 

 

This stamp came out of the Perfins Club sales circuit, and cost me 8c (US).  

So, it shows even perfin collectors should look a little further than the holes. 

 

* * * * * 

 

HELP WANTED 

 

As you know the Bulletin is now produced by a team effort from a number of  

members. Unfortunately two members of our team find they must now drop out  

so we are urgently seeking replacements.  We require a typist who is prepared 

to type up about 200 labels every two months and to keep an up to date  

membership list. Also required is a typist to type up the eight or so Bulletin  

pages and the Auction Lists each two month period. (The Catalogue and Abstract 

pages are produced elsewhere). 

 

If anyone is prepared to volunteer for either (or both)? of these tasks which  

are essential to the future production of the Bulletin please contact the  

Secretary as soon as possible. 
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SOCIETY NEWS  

 

Secretary's Report 

 

The year just ended sees the Society in a very flourishing condition.  

Membership is at an all time high of 194 at 31st August, an increase of  

19 over the year. As 6 new members join us on 1st September we are  

"200 not out". This is no doubt due at least in part to the publicity  

we have received in the philatelic press from, for example, the  

re-publication of John Nelson's book. We have sold well over a hundred  

copies. 

 

The provincial meetings have continued with that at Cambridge where we  

were the guests of Derrick Muggleton. No more are scheduled at present  

and it is to be hoped that they do not fizzle out. If you can arrange 

one please do sot let Tony Edwards know in good time and he will advertise  

it in the bulletin. 

 

I am sure that all members would like us to thank on their behalf the  

officers and helpers who make the Society a "goer". 

 

Tony Edwards and his helpers -- P. North (typing stencils), Keith Moore 

(duplicating), John Luft (despatch) and Marion Cox (typing labels)  

for the bulletin. 

 

John Luft (again) for the Sales Packets. 

Peter Day for the auction. 

Brian Birch for the library and abstracts. 

 

Without their very considerable labours the Society would not even exist.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

LONDON METING 

 

 

*    The annual London Meeting is on Saturday 19th November   * 

*                             * 

*    Place:  314 Vauxhall Bridge Road            * 

*                             * 

*    Time:  2 pm onwards                 *
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TREASURER'S REPORT 

 

 

This year end sees the Society in a very healthy financial state - 

see accounts. This is, of course, mainly due to the (it is to be hoped) 

exceptional windfall of the commission on the sale of the holdings of  

Ron Bowman and Keith Rymer Young whose deaths were sad blows.  

The normal auctions have also gone well. 

 

The sale of publications has also given us a boost; this is partly due  

to the re-print of John Nelson's book. We are grateful that he has  

agreed to this without financial reward. 

 

The Sales Packet has been disappointing due to the loss of yet another  

packet. Clearly the Packet should be a useful source of income as well  

as a way of spreading material but in view of our unfortunate experiences  

we must consider its future carefully. 

 

Non-recurring expenses include the Nelson re-print and the diplomas for  

the Ron Bowman Memorial. It has always been our policy to ignore stocks  

in hand. Consequently there should be a useful income from the Nelson  

book in the years to come without any off-setting expense (we still have  

150 + copies in stock). 

 

In view of the successful method of bulletin production we have disposed  

of the Society's duplicator. 

 

Otherwise I think the accounts are self-explanatory but if any member  

has a query I will gladly answer them. 

 

Finally 

 

(1)  Subscriptions are not acknowledged (for economy reasons; except by  

the inclusion of membership card in the next bulletin. 

(2)  Cheques can be made out to Stamps are not acceptable. 

(3)  Foreign members should remit by either a sterling cheque or local  

currency notes. Cheques in local currency bear a considerable  

collection charge from British Banks. 

(4)  British and European members can remit by GIRO (our account number 

is 62 723 8408). This is not available for the rest of the world. 

(5)  Subscription is maintained at £3 for U.K. or overseas surface mail.  

£6 for air mail. 

 

Please do send off your subscription NOW (if you have not already done so  

and if you wish to retain your membership. If you have not paid by  

December 31st you will be deemed to have lapsed and rejoining will entail  

payment of entrance fee £2 as well as the subscription. 
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SECURITY ENDORSEMENT AND PERFIN SOCIETY OF G.B. 

 

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR YEAR ENDED 31st AUGUST 1983 

 

 

 

 

81/82    INCOME     £     81/82   EXPENDITURE     £ 

545  Subscriptions    619     574  Bulletin       590 

165  Publications    409      48  Officer's expenses    44 

 59  Auction       792      12  Meeting         12 

 60  Sales Packet     11      11  BPF Subscription     11 

 27  Building Society    23      37  Miscellaneous      4 

-  Donation       1      -  Nelson Book      207 

Sale of Duplicator   20       -  Diploma         22 

174  Surplus        985 

 

856           1875     856            1875 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BALANCE SHEET 31st AUGUST 1983 

 

Liabilities       £       Assets        £ 

Balance at 1.9.82     917       Premium bonds      150  

Surplus         985       Building, Society    339  

Advance Subscriptions   227      Cash, Bank & GIRO    1640 

 

2129                2129 
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MEMBERSHIP CHANGES 

 

 

NEW MEMBERS 

 

HARDING MISS M.E.    51 The Crescent Bedwas Gwent NP1 SAG  

 

BEVERAGE J. E.      71 Hulbert Road Bedhampton Havant Hants 

 

WARBURTON REV. M.S.   17 Westcote Road Reading Berks RG3 2DL 

 

BARROWCLOUGH MRS N.A.   26 Berwick Road St Annes-on-Sea Lancs FY8 1JT 

 

FROST J.        68 South Lake Crescent Woodby Reading RG5 3QN 

 

O’KEEFE P. J.      8 Stainer Road Tonbridge Tent TN10 4DR 

 

 

 

RESIGNATIONS  

 

WILLIAMS E.N. 

 

 

CHANGES OF ADDRESS 

 

MASON A.R.       3 Ripon Grove Ashton-Upon-Mersey Sale Cheshire 

M33 5GU 

 

PILKINGTON E.D.     13 Sherfield Avenue Rickmansworth  Herts WD3 1NQ 

 

NAGLE B.H.  British Aircraft Corporation Limited  

PO Box 98 DHARAN 31411 SAUDI ARABIA 

 

 

 

LIST OF PERFIN DEALERS 

 

It has been suggested by one of our members that we publish in the Bulletin 

a list of dealers who will sell perfins. I see no reason for us not to  

except that I only know of two! If any members know of any dealers who they  

can recommend I would be pleased to publish a list in the next edition of the 

Bulletin. 
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HANDBOOK OF DANISH PERFINS - A REVIEW 

 

One of our members, Peter Engelbrecht,has produced a catalogue of Danish  

Perfins under the title "Handbook of Danish Perfins".  

This fine publication is a must for anyone interested in this area of  

our hobby. The handbook is bi-lingual, Danish/English, and each perfin  

is illustrated in clear black on white. It is produced by a method  

similar to the last issue of our Bulletin, with half size text and full  

size illustrations. It contains 120 pages with some 700 of the users  

being identified. A copy is available in the SEPS Library and those who  

need a personal copy can have one direct from Peter for DKr 54 in Europe  

or US$ 8 outside Europe. 

 

The address is:-  Peter Engelbrecht  

Bøgelundveg 23 

DK 5464 BRENDERUP FYN 

DANMARK 

 

* * * * * 

 

 

ILLUSTRATED PERFIN LEAFLETS 

 

 

John Coles (Philatelists) are producing a series of illustrated leaflets  

covering various themes of perfin collecting. Each one covers a particular  

theme, illustrating and identifying (if possible) all known examples.  

The leaflets are eight page A5 format with full size black on white  

illustrations. The first two in the series are now available covering  

"Design & Monogram Perfins" and "Shipping Perfins".  

They are available at 25p each plus postage from:- 

 

 

John Coles (Philatelists)  

5 Heyford Mead  

Kidlington 

OXFORD  

OX5 1AF 
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S.E.P.S. AUCTION NO.4_(1983) 
 
 
This, the fourth auction of the year, is later than anticipated and  
smaller than usual. However, what it lacks in quantity of lots, it  
more than compensates for in their quality. 
 
Among the many fine lots on offer are several good selections of GB  
perfin dies, some with over 1000 different in each. There are some  
scarce single items, notably in the Officials, plenty of covers,  
fiscals, foreign etc., including a chance to acquire the McKee GB  
Perfin Catalogue which is the 'bible' of the hobby. In all there  
should be something for everyone, so let's have a record number of  
bidders this time. 
 
The Auctioneer is now seeking urgently more material in order to 
satisfy the increasing demand from a growing number of faithful bidders.  
Any lots, no matter how large or small will be gratefully received.  
Please try to assist the Auctioneer, by sending clear descriptions and  
realistic reserves with all lots submitted -- it certainly helps to sell  
them better. Also enclose an S.A.E. if you require acknowledgement of  
receipt. 
 
Closing date for the auction is 30th November and overseas bidders are  
advised to submit bids by airmail. Please address all bids to: 
 

P.F. DAY 
P.O. BOX 29  
BOGNOR REGIS  
West Sussex  
PO21 2HH U.K. 
 
 
 

Abbreviations used in this auction:- 
 
*    =  No. of defective stamps  
cat.   =   catalogued 
comp.  =   comprising 
defins.  =   definitive stamps 
difft.  =   different 
PC    =   postcard 
perf(s). =   perforation (s) 
pl.   =   plate number 
pmk.   =   postmark 
PPC   =   picture postcard 
refn.  =   reference 
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LOT NO.      DESCRIPTION               QUANTITY  RESERVE 
 

1  GB all reigns off paper, all difft. dies. 

Includes 1000 pre-QE II with 205 Queen 

Victoria. A superb lot.                1500 +(*100) £10 

2  Q.V. 1d lilacs off paper, all difft. dies.        43 (*10)   £1 

3   KE VII 1d red perfins, off paper. Vendor 

states all dift, dies but condition very 

mixed. Unchecked by auctioneer.            99      £1.50 

4  British Commonwealth mixture off paper, 

all difft, dies. Strength in Australia &  

States. With many official dies. 

Condition appears good, otherwise unchecked.       108     £1 

5  Small stockbook containing perfins. Includes 

31 QV Jubilee Issues & 27 QV 1d lilacs.  

Most other reigns represented incl. 1924  

Wembley 1d (O&Co) ; overprints; QEII on and 

off paper etc. Some full names noted.          155+ (*30)  £1 

6  Small lot of GB comp. 1 x KE VII-, 

3 x KG V; 3 QE II and 3 overprints. 

all dift. dies.                   10 (*3)    5p 

7  Australia.  VG Officials comp. 2 covers each  

with 2 stamps & 3 stamps off cover. Modern.       7 (*1)    25p 

8  KG VI 1d perfin JB+S on identity cover 

for BIBBY of Liverpool.                1      10p 

9  KG VI 1d red perfin BP/D on identity PC of 

BOOTS PURE DRUG CO.                 1      15p 

10  KG VI 2½d perfin (incomplete) BB/CF on 

identity cover.                   1      10p 

11  KG VI red perfin CB/B on identity cover of 

CADBURY'S.                     1      10p 

12  5 x QE II commercial envelopes with 

identified perfins. All difft.             5      5p 

13  KG VI 1d red perfin FR/W on identity cover . 

of FOWLER REID & WILLS LTD.              1      15p 

14  KG VI 3 stamps on identity cover of 

EVANS MEDICAL SUPPLIES, PERFIN EMS.           1      15p 

15  KG VI red perfin D/&Co on identity front of 

DAWSoN & Co.                    1      5p 

16  KG VI 1d red perfin H/M on re-used identity 

envelope of HOLT & MOSELEY (LONDON) LTD.         1      10p 

17  KG VI 2 stamps perfin H & S on identity cover 

of HOWARDS & SONS (ILFORD).              1      10p 

18  KG VI 1½d perfin (incomplete) LE/&P on 

identity cover of LANGSTAFF, EREMBERT & CO.       1      5p 

19  KG VI 1d perfin JB/L on identity window envelopes 

of J.B. LAWES & CO.                 1      10p 
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LOT NO.     DESCRIPTION                QUANTITY  RESERVE 

20  KG VI 1d perfin large LS on identity PC of 

LOFTHOUSE & SALTMER LIMITED. (HULL)           1      10p 

21  KG VI identity covers of LCC & MWB.           2      5p 

22  KG VI full name die PAGE on identity PC,         1      20p 

23  KG VI 2d perfin R & B on identity PC of 

REYNOLDS & BRANSON LTD.                1      10p 

24  KG VI 1d perfin M/R on identity PC of May, 

Roberts & Co.                    1      10p 

25  New Zealand: perfin A.W.F. on 1d and 2d values of the 

1900-1902 defins. Scarce.               2      £1 

26  New Zealand: perfin A.W.F. on 1900-02 1d defin. and 

perfin T & W/W on 2½d blue pictorial (good perfin 

strike but stamp defective).              2(*1)    50p 

27  NEW ZEALAND perfins literature ; A nine page article 

(purple duplicated on A4 paper; with details of users  

arranged alphabetically and some background history. 

Useful refn, work.                  1      75P 

28  Unofficial UNDERPRINT of 'COPESTAKE/MOORE/CRAMPTON 

& Co/LONDON' (Gibbons type 9) on QV 1d red P1,157, 

Some disturbance to underprint, mainly 'MOORE' but stamp 

sound and cost £15 in S.G. in 1978           1(*1)    £2 

29  Official UNDERPRINT, 'O.U.S.' on 1d red plate 119, 

tiny perf, clip but cancelled with the 613 error 

or duplex number and scarce thus            1(*1)    £4 

30  Large legal envelope with vertical pair 1d red 

pl. 203 perfin W/H & CO (die 355,1). Identity on  

flap. Some faults on flap and address faded 

otherwise clean.                   1      £2 

31  QV 2½d blue p1.19 (SG 142), mint, some gum 

disturbance due to heavy hinge and about 6 pulled 

perfs. Slight staining to top perfs., otherwise 

fresh colour. Perfin B & CO/M             1      £3 

32  1882 entire bearing QV 1½d (SG 167) perfin GR&CO 

(die no. 427) with manuscript identity of Gregory 

& Co. Fair WHITEHAVEN S.T. railway prik reverse.      1      £2.50 

33 Perfin R.B. on QV 1/- green (SG 196).  

Heavyish duplex prik, but reasonable colour. 

(die no. 33.2)                    1      £1 

34  Railway: fair strike only of FR die 1 (offstruck & 

"improved") but well tied by BARROW-IN-FURNESS C.D.S.  

of 1902 to attractive unsevered, shareholders voting  

form regarding proposal by Furness Railway to run 

Steamer Services. Historic & scarce.          1      £4 

35  Perfin ED/CL (cat, no. 105.1) on KE VII ½d green tied to 

1907 P.P.C. of HARROW ROAD, SUDBURY-. Possible clue 

to identity in text.                 1      £1 
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LOT NO.        DESCRIPTION            QUANTITY   RESERVE 

36  Perfin S.L, on reasonable copy of IT VII 2/6 (SG260). 

Small repaired tear & light soiling but reasonable 

appearance. (Die no. 432.2)              1 (*1)    £1.20 

37  DENMARK: 1935 30 Ore Anderson on 1935 cover, perfin 

M.N. Identity of MARINS NIELSEN, Shipbrokers, Copenhagen. 

Nice cover.                     1      30p 

38  NETHERLANDS, 1914 front with 12½c Wilhelmina. 

Perfin J.T.V./&Co. & identity alongside. Clean.      1      25p 

39  RAILWAY non-perfin material: 1885 & 1904 dividend 

statements of Great Eastern Railway and Grand Trunk  

Railway of Canada, both pmkd. LONDON/PAID/1d to  

Edinburgh. Each bears company crest and are useful 

complementary material to the perfins.         2      £1.50 

40  LITERATURE, McKee & Tompkins "PERFINS OP GREAT BRITAIN, 

A CATALOG-ALBUM". The standard work on 3 original binders  

(some splitting). Condition generally good. Weight 6KGM 

- will be posted direct from vendor,          1      £22 

41  QV ½d & 1d issues of 1881 onwards, mainly seconds with 

blind & incomplete dies etc. Poor SER noted.       30 (*9)    25p 

42  Mainly KG V values form 2½d to 1/- with some seconds, 

incomplete dies etc.                 77 (*27)   30p 

43  GB mixture off paper, mainly KG VI and QE II & mostly 

good strikes. All dies are different & thus a worthwhile 

lot.                        1350     £30 

44  GB mixture off paper, mainly KG VI and QE II and 

mostly good strikes. All perfin dies are different. 

Nice lot.                      1000     £20 

45  GB off paper from an overseas vendor. 

All reigns represented and all dies are different. 

Vendor states 5% defective, otherwise unchecked. 

Looks a good lot.                  1090     £6.50 

46  GB off paper, (pre-QE II) with 10 difft, dies.      11 (*4)    15P 

47  Small stockbook of GB perfins incl. 30 x QV; 

27 x KE VII; 19 x KG V; 3 x KE VIII; 16 x KG VI and 

88 x QE II. Also included are 20 x Empire issues and 

48 Foreign, etc.                   265 (*30)   £3.50 

48  Local Govt, dies, all difft., mainly QE II but all 

reigns are represented. Includes 4 covers and a 

piece.                       101     £1.50 

49  Local Govt. OVERPRINTS all dift. on QE II Wildings.    6      25p 

50  HOSPITALS, HMC'S, A.H.A'S 9 etc. All difft, on 

QE II stamps.                    21      30p 

51  Power Industry OVERPRINTS, all difft, on QE II Wildings   15      45p 

52  QV 1d pl. 107 perfin I&R/M. Few blunt perfs.       1      25p 
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LOT NO.       DESCRIPTION              QUANTITY   RESERVE 

53 Full name dies comp. NEW; CORY/L; COX; GLYN; DUFF;  

GRAPHIC; LYONS; SUTTON/READING; LINE; FRY (x2)& 

OYEZ. QV to date.                  12 (*1)    £1.75 

54  CANADA: All difft. perfins, KG V to date, off paper.    14 (*1)    60p 

55  CINDERELLA lot including perfins, pre-cancels, fiscals, 

etc. Aprox 25% defective. Hours of fun!!         200 +    50p 

 

The following 6 lots (56-61) are perfins of the Probate Court and  

Inland Revenue. PA is not identified but is a possible Inland Revenue  

Official. These will be illustrated in Tony Edwards and Betty Lucas'  

forthcoming book on OFFICIAL PERFINS. All stamps are on piece and VF.  

Seldom seen & highly catalogued as fiscals. 

 

56  Perfin (crown); PROBATE on QV Probate stamps of 10/- and 

£1 values. Die 30 mm overall.             2      £4 

57  As previous lot,                   2      £4 

58  As previous lot but on £2 & £5 stamps.         2      £6 

59  As previous lot but on £3 & £6 stamps.         2      £7 

60  Perfin P(crown)R in circle on QV Estate Duty stamps 

of 10/- and £1 values. Die 40 mm overall.        2      £5 

61  Perfin PA in circle on QV Estate Duty stamp of 

£1.10.0 value. Die 20 mm overall.            1      £4  

62  GERMANY: All difft, off paper & of 1902-1932 period. 

Nice lot.                      90      £2 

63  USA: All difft. off paper with 25% prior to 1923.  

Includes SEE/MAN & SUN LIFE(2) and STOCK TRANSFERS (8)    190     £3 

64  QV (x57) and KE VII (x113) Colln, all difft.perfin dies 

and sound stamps. No ½d or 1d values. Excellent lot.    170     £8 

65  CANADA: Clean mixture off paper with good range of 

perfins & stamps.                  65      75p 

66  GB Perfin colln. mainly KG VI with 225 difft, dies, 

off paper. Dies from A-E.               400     £4 

67  As previous lot, but 215 difft, dies and letters F-K.    400     £4 

68  As previous lot but letters L - R.           400     £4 

69  As previous lot but 120 difft, dies and letters S-Y.    185     £2  

70  QE II Wildings off paper with 260 difft, perfins dies.   600      £4 

71  EIRE: Huge accumulation off paper with much dupn. 

Mixed condition but good basis for study colln. 

Some relevant literature included.           2000++     £4 

72  0FFICIAL PERFIN, HM/F/QF on superb used block of 

four KG V ½d green. Full strikes on each stamp. Scarce   4      £2 

73  Liverpool Cotton Brokers Assn. Clearing House perfin 

C.H. on the 6d fiscal stamp of same assn. Unusual items   6      £1 
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74  Tea Clearing House fiscals, three difft. issues all 

perfin T.C./&Co. One perfin almost off stamp, 

others complete and scarce. Interesting part identity 

cancels.                       3      £1 

75  OFFICIAL PERFIN A.T/D. of Admiralty Transport Dept, 

on lightly cancelled KG V ½d green.           1      50p 

76  Official Perfin A.T./D. of Admiralty Transport Dept, on 

KG V 1d red.                    1      50p 

77  Official perfin HM/F off 'His Majesty's Factory' on 

KG V 2½d blue. Few pulled perfs. Scarce value.      1      50p 

78  Official Perfin HM/F on KG V red. First two letters 

overstruck by the 'F' from perfin above. Curious item.   1      25p 

79  Official perfin NS/FF on KG V 12d brown with part of 

a clear BEESTON/NOTTINGHAM skeleton pmk, of 1.8.1918. 

Nice stamp.                     1      £1 

80  Official perfin HM/F/QF on superb used pair of 

KG V 1d red stamps. Attractive & scarce.         2      £1 

81  QV 1d lilac perfin SDS of STAMP DISTRIBUTION SYNDICATE. 

Few minor perf. faults but a scarce item.        1      50p 

82  QV 1d lilac perfin SDC of STAMP DISTRIBUTION CO. Pmk. 

is London squared circle of 1893. Scarce item.      1      50p 

83  Official perfins: A pair of KG V 1d red stamps perfin 

HM/F/QF & both with variety 'broken H' in perfin die. 

Scarce.                       2      £1 
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NEW IDENTITIES RECEIVED.  
 

From Mr P. Day. 
687   JAS(Diag) 7,13,11    5½     Jewson & Sons. Norwich 
57.1  NC/C   14,10/10   5½     Norfolk County Council 
 

From Dr R. Powell 
188   LELd.   7,10,7,7   4½     The London Exhibitions 

Ltd. Earls Court, 
London SW 

 
From Mir H. Skinner. 

1.33  B     23      13     Bainbridge & Co Ltd, 
Newcastle 

174A   G.F.B./D  l0,8,13/11   5½      Goodwin Foster Brown Ltd 
Dudley. 

519   P&W/M   9,12,14/15  4½     P & W Maclellan Ltd, 
Glasgow. 

749   STOTT/&Co 10,7,10,7,7/14,8,6 4 I   W.H. Stott & Co, 
Liverpool 

758   S/TT   11/7,7    5½     Summers "Typhoo Tea" Ltd 
Birmingham. 

71   9/RvG   11/13,7,10  4½     Robt Von Glehn & Sons  
                      London. 

 
From Mr E. Enschede  

120   M/CCo   11/7,7,4   4½     The Morgan Crucible 
Co Ltd. London SW 11 

 


